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Notes on Contributors

MARK AXELROD, several times before in The Iowa Review, has published recently a novel, Capital Castles, and The Poetics of Novels, a work of criticism. JOHN BEER read poetry with us while a student in the Writers’ Workshop and now teaches at Robert Morris College in Chicago. PAUL EPSTEIN writes screenplays and works as an assistant director in the independent film industry. TERRY EVANS, widely known for her landscape photography, has exhibited, among many other places, at The University of Iowa. GARY FINCKE’s volume of poems, The Technology of Paradise, came out two years ago from Avisson and his stories, Emergency Calls, from Missouri in 1996. Under the name D.J.H. Jones, DIANE FURTNEY has written two mystery novels, Murder at the MLA and Murder in the New Age. LAURENCE GOLDSTEIN, an occasional contributor to The Iowa Review, edits the Michigan Quarterly Review. ARPINE KONYALIAN GRENIER has published in several magazines including The Iowa Review. JENNY HAMILTON works for City Year Philadelphia. Her photographs have been exhibited in Trenton, New Jersey, Philadelphia, and Iowa City. JAY HOPLER lives in Southwest Florida and has placed poems in Boulevard, Colorado Review, and several other magazines. JOSIE KEARNS will have her first full length collection of poems come out from New Issues Press later this year. JOANNA KLINK’s first book of poems, They Are Sleeping, will appear from the University of Georgia Press in November. ALISSA LEIGH is a translator living in Amsterdam. NACHOEM WIJNBERG, whom she translates here, is a Dutch poet and novelist who teaches at the University of Amsterdam and Erasmus University in Rotterdam. SARAH MANGUSO, who also read poems with us for a couple of years, is now a contributing writer for The Boston Book Review. ALYCE MILLER divides her time between Northern California and Indiana, and is the author of The Nature of Longing, stories, and a novel, Stopping for Green Lights. SHYAM OBEROI, a New York City writer, is working on a collection of stories.
ANDREW OSBORN, while completing a dissertation at the University of Texas on “the uses of difficulty in late 20th century American poetry,” has poems in Colorado Review and Fence.
RICARDO PAU-LLOSA’s two most recent collections of poems, both from Carnegie Mellon University Press, are Cuba and Vereda Tropical.
CARL PHILLIPS teaches at Washington University in St. Louis. The most recent of his four volumes of poems is Pastoral, from Graywolf this year.
A Stegner Fellow at Stanford, ANGELA PNEUMAN grew up in central Kentucky.
A legal writer and a bookseller, DAN POPE lives in West Hartford, Connecticut and has published stories in the Gettysburg and Crescent Reviews.
LIA PURPURA has out a collection of poems, The Brighter the Veil (Orchises Press), and from Fairleigh Dickinson University Press, Taste of Ash, translations of Grezegorz Musial, a contemporary Polish poet.
ANGELA REGAS is studying English at Goucher College, Baltimore.
BRAD RICHARD lives in New Orleans and teaches at its Center for Creative Arts. His poems have appeared in numerous journals.
JACK SHADOIAN’s collection of poems, Looney Tunes & Merrie Melodies will come out this summer from Linear Arts Press.
RICHARD SIKEN lives in Arizona. Chelsea, Conjunctions, and Many Mountains Moving are among his credits.
NATALIA RACHEL SINGER’s memoir comes from “When the Monks Wept: A Memoir of the 1980’s.” She teaches at St. Lawrence University and has published both fiction and nonfiction.
MICHAEL THEUNE, who read poetry with us for a couple of years, is in the PhD program at the University of Houston.
TOM WHALEN has published several books including Roithamer’s Universe (a novel) and Winter Coat (poems). His story here is from a novel in progress, “The President in Her Towers.”
DARA WIER’s newest volume of poems is Our Master Plan, Carnegie-Mellon University Press, 1999. She lives in Amherst, Mass. and is completing a Selected Poems.
DAWN DIEZ WILLIS has taught poetry in the schools and published in a variety of journals. She lives in Salem, Oregon.
Rattapallax Press

Rattapallax 3
Editor-in-Chief George Dickerson

"The visceral multi-media hit of poetry."
- Timeout, NY

Journal with CD, $7.95 (1-892494-15-9)

One year (2 issues) $14.00
Two years (4 issues) $24.00
Submission deadlines: 12/1 & 6/1

Allen M. Hart In Retrospective, 1965-1999
Artwork by Allen M. Hart

"Human existence is viewed as a horror-filled abyss by this gifted artist showing mixed-media drawings. His figures are seen in seemingly endless anguish—anguish they themselves have brought on. Grotesque, disfigured, fraught with evil, they diabolically engage in a symbolic dance of death. George Grosz hovers over this work, but it is strong, disquieting and splendidly executed."
- John Gruen

Book with CD-ROM, $24.95 (1-892494-16-7)

Selected Poems (1959-1999)
George Dickerson

This remarkable book of selected poems celebrates the re-emergence of one of America's most lyrical poets. In love and war, he explores life's vagaries with passion, wit, grace and an almost elegiac compassion.

Book with CD, $14.95 (1-892494-17-5)

532 La Guardia Place • Suite 353
New York, NY 10012-1020
(212) 560-7459 • www.rattapallax.com
Ram Devineni, Publisher
"This book is essential" — Library Journal

"A fascinating compilation, reflecting this year's varied bounty of literary feats."
— Publishers Weekly (starred review)

Over sixty stories, essays, memoirs and poems appear in this landmark edition, as picked from more than 5,000 nominations with the help of over 200 distinguished contributing editors.

For its 24th year, The Pushcart Prize surpasses itself with a stunning presentation of new and celebrated authors selected from hundreds of presses. The Pushcart Prize is the most honored literary series in America.

"A vital archive of American letters."
— Booklist

The Pushcart Prize 2000 XXIV

Edited by Bill Henderson with the Pushcart Prize editors

Pushcart Press
PO Box 380
Wainscott, New York 11975

Hardcover $29.50
Paperback $15.00
585 Pages
SMART ACCESSIBLE PROVOCATIVE COMPELLING EPIC ENGAGING AUDACIOUS CATHY BOWMAN ELEMENTAL CONTROVERSIAL DARING SEXY HILARIOUS FORMAL VIRGIL SUAREZ AMERICAN MULTICULTURAL LIVELY RIPROARING SPIFFY DIRT POOR SARAH LINDSEY SEXY PENETRATING POIGNANT HEARTFELT STYLISH STUNNING QUIRKY ELECTRIC LAWRENCE RAAB A DAMN GOOD READ SMART ACCESSIBLE PROVOCATIVE COMPELLING AUDACIOUS DARING SMART ELEMENTAL SEXY DAVID KIRBY CONTROVERSIAL ANDREW HUDGINS EPIC HILARIOUS MULTICULTURAL SPIFFY LIVELY POIGNANT HEARTFELT LUCIA PERILLO PENETRATING STYLISH STUNNING QUIRKY A DAMN GOOD READ SMART RODNEY JONES ACCESSIBLE PROVOCATIVE EPIC COMPELLING LIVELY SMART ENGAGING AUDACIOUS DARING SEXY ECLECTIC CONTROVERSIAL HILARIOUS JULIA ALVAREZ FORMAL STUNNING SPIFFY MULTICULTURAL RIPROARING DIRT POOR HEARTFELT PENETRATING POIGNANT MARILYN HACKER STYLISH STUNNING QUIRKY SEXY ACCESSIBLE PROVOCATIVE SMART ENGAGING AUDACIOUS A DAMN GOOD READ
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NAME ____________________________________________

ADDRESS_________________________________________

CITY________________________________STATE____ZIP_____

River Styx • 634 N. Grand Blvd. • Twelfth Floor • St. Louis, Mo 63103
$20/Three Issues, $35/Six Issues, $48/Nine Issues, $7/Single
THE CREAM CITY REVIEW

Over the years, no matter how the generations of editors have changed, it's retained its own identity—an interest in energy no matter what style it appears in, and in humor and taking chances—which makes it an unpredictable magazine. —Stuart Dybek

RECENT CONTRIBUTORS
Joe Wenderoth  Bob Hicok  Daisy Fried  Paul Hoover
Ted Kooser  Jane Gallop  Doris Dörrie  Gordon Weaver
Stuart Dybek  Robert Pinsky  Jonathan Johnson  Adrienne Rich
Ishah Hassan  Albert Goldharth  Gordon Lish  Ron Silliman

FICTION CONTEST
Submissions are accepted every year between September 1 and December 31. Under 30 pages. Winners will be announced in our spring issues.

POETRY CONTEST
Submissions are accepted every year between January 1 and April 30. No more than 5 poems. Winners will be announced in our fall issues.

Reading fee: $10.00 includes contest issue.
Send fee and SASE to:
Fiction/Poetry Contest
The Cream City Review
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Department of English
P.O. Box 413
Milwaukee, WI 53201

Name

Address

City, State, ZIP Code

☐ Two year subscription — 4 issues — $21.00
☐ One year subscription — 2 issues — $12.00
☐ Current issue or 20th Anniversary Anthology — 1 issue — $7.00
☐ Sample back issue — 1 issue — $5.00

Please enclose check or money order payable to: The Cream City Review, UWM English Dept., P.O. Box 413, Milwaukee, WI 53201
CELEBRATING
50
YEARS!

SHENANDOAH
THE WASHINGTON AND LEE UNIVERSITY REVIEW

Eiléan Ni Chuileanáin
Marilyn Hacker
Rodney Jones
Carolyn Kizer
Lisa Knopp
Nicola Mason
Mary Oliver
Henry Taylor
David Wagoner
Bruce Weigl
David Wojahn

Announcing
Four Special Issues
in celebration of our
50th anniversary

NEWCOMER’S*
NON-FICTION*
SHORT FICTION*
CONTEMPORARY
SOUTHERN POETRY
*open submission

visit our web site
www.wlu.edu/~shenando

ORDER FORM
☐ One Year for $15 ($20 Foreign)
☐ Two Years for $28 ($38 Foreign)

NAME: _____________________________________________
ADDRESS: __________________________________________

☐ CHECK PAYABLE TO SHENANDOAH
☐ VISA ☐ MC

CARD # ____________________________ EXP: ______________

SIGNATURE __________________________________________

SHENANDOAH
Troubadour Theater, 2nd Floor, Washington and Lee University, Lexington, VA 24450
Please send me ______ copies of Vol. XXIX, No. 2 at $5.00 each.

Please enter my subscription for ______ year(s) beginning with issue _________.

Rates: $8/year; $15 2/years. Seneca Review is published twice yearly, spring and fall.

Make check payable to Seneca Review and mail orders to Deborah Tall, Editor, Seneca Review, Hobart and William Smith Colleges, Geneva, NY 14456.

Name__________________________________________

Address________________________________________
Contributors:

Walter Bargen
Robert Cooperman
Joan Connor
Walter Cummins
Karl Harshbarger
Robert Garner McBrearty
B.Z. Niditch
Mark SaFranko
Jim Thomas
Mary Winters
And many others

Subscribe now
Current issue $7.00
Send check to: Green Hills Literary Lantern
P.O. Box 375
Trenton MO 64683

Financial assistance for this project has been provided by the Missouri Arts Council, a State Agency

Published by North Central Missouri College
Three issues annually, about 600 pages in all. $18 for individual subscriptions. $20 for institutions. Add $3 for foreign mailing. Single Copy: $6.95

Name:
Address: ________________  City, State, Zip: ________________
Check Enclosed ___  Visa___  MasterCard___
Card # ___________________________  Expiration Date____________
Signature__________________________

Or call 1-800-235-2665 to charge your subscription to Visa or MasterCard

The Iowa Review, 308 English Philosophy Building
Iowa City, Iowa 52242